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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The problem to be considered here is the following multiobjective
nonlinear programming problem:
 .  .  .VP min f x , s.t. g x F 0, x g C,
 . n p  . n mwhere f s f , f , . . . , f : R ª R , g s g , g , . . . , g : R ª R , f and1 2 p 1 2 m
g are assumed to be differentiable, C is an open subset of Rn, and ``min''
 .means finding efficient Pareto optimal solutions.
Under different assumptions of convexity convexity, generalized convex-
. w x w xity, or generalized r-convexity , Weir and Mond 1 , Weir 2 , and Egudo
w x  .3, 4 have used proper efficiency in the sense of Geoffrion and efficiency
to establish some duality results, where Wolfe and Mond]Weir duals are
w xconsidered. Recently, Preda 5 introduced the concept of generalized
 .F, r -convexity, an extension of F-convexity defined by Hanson and
w x w xMond 6 and generalized r-convexity defined by Vial 7 , and he used the
concept to obtain some relevant duality results. For this topic in multiob-
w xjective fractional programs, readers are also referred to 8, 9 , where Wolfe
type and Mond]Weir type duals are concerned, respectively.
 .In this paper, we first introduce a mixed type dual for problem VP .
Wolfe type and Mond]Weir type duals are special cases. We present more
 .  .duality results for VP under various generalized F, r -convexity assump-
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tions. Applications of the results to multiobjective fractional programs are
also presented, which can be viewed as a further generalization.
For readers' convenience, we write the following definitions of the
 . w xgeneralized F, r -convexity from 5 .
DEFINITION 1.1. A functional F: C = C = Rn ª R is sublinear if for
any x, x 0 g C,
F x , x 0 ; a q a F F x , x 0 ; a q F x , x 0 ; a for any a , a g Rn , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
and
F x , x 0 ; a a s aF x , x 0 ; a for any a g R , a G 0, and a g Rn . .  .
Let F be a sublinear functional and the function w : C ª R be differen-
0  .tiable at x g C and r g R, and d ?, ? : C = C ª R.
 . 0DEFINITION 1.2. The function w is said to be F, r -convex at x , if for
all x g C we have
w x y w x 0 G F x , x 0 ; =w x 0 q r d2 x , x 0 . .  .  .  . .
From the above definition we can suggest the following generalized
 .F, r -convexity definitions.
 . 0DEFINITION 1.3. The function w is F, r -quasiconvex at x if for all
 .  0.  0  0.. 2 0.x g C such that w x F w x we have F x, x ; =w x F yr d x, x ,
 0  0.. 2 0.  .  0.or equivalently, if F x, x ; =w x ) yr d x, x we have w x ) w x .
 . 0DEFINITION 1.4. The function w is F, r -pseudoconvex at x if for all
 0  0.. 2 0.  .x g C such that F x, x : =w x G yr d x, x it results that w x G
 0.w x .
 . 0DEFINITION 1.5. The function w is strictly F, r -pseudoconvex at x if
0  0  0.. 2 0.for all x g C, x / x such that F x, x ; =w x G yr d x, x it results
 .  0.  .  0.  0  0..that w x ) w x , or if w x F w x we have F x, x ; =w x -
2 0.yr d x, x .
w xNote that, the definitions above are slightly different from those in 5
 .since we do not assume the function d ?, ? to be a pseudometric.
 .  4Denote by X the feasible set of VP , P s 1, 2, . . . , p and M s
 41, 2, . . . , m , in the sequel.
2. MIXED TYPE DUALITY
Let J be a subset of M and J s MrJ , let b T g s  b g for1 2 1 J J jg J j jK K k
k s 1, 2, a g R p, b g Rm, and let e be the vector of R p whose compo-
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nents are all ones. We introduce the following mixed type dual for the
 .problem VP :
¡ Tmax f u q b g u e .  .J J1 1
T Ts.t. =f u a q =g u b s 0 .  .~ TMDP . b g u G 0 .J J2 2
Ta e s 1, a G 0, b G 0¢
u g C.
Note that we get a Mond]Weir dual for J s B and a Wolfe dual for1
 .  . w xJ s B in MDP , respectively, while in DMW in Section 4 of 5 a Wolfe2
dual cannot be obtained by specifying J there. Besides, the dual there has0
more constraints, in general.
 .  .THEOREM 2.1 Weak duality . Assume that for all feasible x for VP and
 .  .all feasible u, a , b for MDP ,
 . T  .  .a b g ? is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, and, assume that one of theJ J2 2
following three conditions holds:
 .  . T  .  .b a ) 0 for all i g P, and f ? q b g ? is both F, r -i i J J 1 i1 1
 . pquasicon¨ ex and F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, i g P, with r q  a r G 0.1 i is1 i 1 i
 .  . T  .  .c a ) 0 for all i g P, and f ? q b g ? is F, r -quasicon¨ exi i J J 1 i1 1
 . T  .  .at u and there exists k g P such that f ? q b g ? is strictly F, r -k J J 1k1 1
pseudocon¨ ex at u, with r q  p a r G 0.is1 i 1 i
 . T  . T  .  .d a ) 0 for all i g P, and a f ? q b g ? is F, r -i J J 21 1
pseudocon¨ ex at u, with r q r G 0.2
Then the following cannot hold:
f x F f u q b T g u for all i g P 1 .  .  .  .i i J J1 1
and
f x - f u q b T g u for some i g P . 2 .  .  .  .i i J J1 1
 .  .Proof. Let x be feasible for VP and let u, a , b be feasible for
 .MDP . Then we have
b T g x F b T g u . 3 .  .  .J J J J2 2 2 2
 .  .From inequality 3 and the hypothesis a , we obtain
T 2F x , u; =g u b F yr d x , u . 4 .  .  . /J J2 2
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 .  .On the other hand, by the feasibility of u, a , b for MDP and the
sublinearity of F, we have
T T TF x , u; =f u a q =g u b q F x , u; =g u b .  .  . /  /J J J J1 1 2 2
T TG F x , u; =f u a q =g u b s 0. 5 .  .  . .
 .  .The combination of 4 and 5 gives
T T 2F x , u; =f u a q =g u b G r d x , u . 6 .  .  .  . /J J1 1
 .  .By hypothesis b and the sublinearity of F, and 6 , we have
p
T
a F x , u; =f u q =g u b .  .  /i i J J1 1
is1
T TG F x , u; =f u a q \ g u b .  . /J J1 1
p
2 2G r d x , u G y a r d x , u . 7 .  .  . i 1 i
is1
 .Since a ) 0, i g P, it follows from 7 that eitheri
T 2F x , u; =f u q =g u b s yr d x , u for all i g P , 8 .  .  .  . /i J J 1 i1 1
or
T 2F x , u; =f u q =g u b ) yr d x , u for some i g P . 9 .  .  .  . /i J J 1 i1 1
 .  .  .If 8 holds, then by the F, r -pseudoconvexity assumption in b we1 i
have
f x q b T g x G f u q b T g u for all i g P . 10 .  .  .  .  .i J J i J J1 1 1 1
 .  .  .So 1 and 2 cannot hold, since 10 implies, by the feasibility of x for
 .VP
f x G f u q b T g u for all i g P . 11 .  .  .  .i i J J1 1
 .  .  .If 9 is true, then by the F, r -quasiconvexity assumption in b ,1 i
f x q b T g x ) f u q b T g u for some i g P , 12 .  .  .  .  .i J J i J J1 1 1 1
 .  .which also implies that 1 and 2 cannot hold.
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 .  .As for c , we see from the above arguments that, the strict F, r -1k
 .  .  .pseudoconvexity assumption and 8 imply 12 and so do the F, r -1 i
 .  .  .quasiconvexity assumption and 9 . This means that 1 and 2 cannot
hold.
 .  .Suppose now that d is satisfied. Again from 6 it follows that
T T 2F x , u; =f u a q =g u b G yr d x , u , 13 .  .  .  . /J J 21 1
 .  .and then, by the F, r -pseudoconvexity assumption in d ,2
a T f x q b T g x G a T f u q b T g u ; 14 .  .  .  .  .J J J J1 1 1 1
 .then, by the feasibility of x for VP ,
a T f x G a T f u q b T g u , 15 .  .  .  .J J1 1
 .  .which implies that 1 and 2 cannot hold, since a ) 0 for all i g P. Thei
proof is complete.
 .  . w xHere, we would like to point out that in Theorem 4 b or 7 b in 5
 .some condition like the F, r -quasiconvexity assumption should be added,
 .in comparison with Theorem 2.1 b above.
We need the condition a ) 0 for all i g P in Theorem 2.1. Of course,i
to get the desired results without the condition other conditions should be
enforced, which leads to the following theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 2.2 Weak duality . Assume that for all feasible x for VP and
 .  .all feasible u, a , b for MDP , any of the following holds:
 . T  .  .  . T  .a b g ? is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, f ? q b g ? is strictlyJ J i J J2 2 1 1
 . pF, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, i g P, with r q  a r G 0;1 i is1 i 1 i
 . T  .  . T  . T  .b b g ? is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, a f ? q b g ? is strictlyJ J J J2 2 1 1
 .F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, with r q r G 0;2 2
 . T  .  .  . T  .c b g ? is strictly F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, f ? q b g ? isJ J i J J2 2 1 1
 . pF, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, i g P, with r q  a r ) 0, and the function1 i is1 i 1 i
 .d ?, ? satisfies the condition
x , u g C and x / u « d x , u / 0. 16 .  .
 . T  .  . T  . T  .d b g ? is strictly F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, a f ? q b g ? isJ J J J2 2 1 1
 .  .F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, with r q r ) 0, and d ?, ? satisfies condition2 2
 .16 .
 .  .Then 1 and 2 cannot hold.
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 .  .  .Proof. By a , then by combining 8 and 9 , we have
T 2F x , u; =f u q =g u b G yr d x , u for some i g P , 17 .  .  .  . /i J J 1 i1 1
 .which means for x / u, also by a ,
f x q b T g x ) f u q b T g u for some i g P . 18 .  .  .  .  .i J J i J J1 1 1 1
 .  .  .By b , we first have 13 and then 14 with strict inequality; i.e.,
a T f x q b T g x ) a T f u q b T g u for x / u. 19 .  .  .  .  .J J J J1 1 1 1
 .  .  .By c , we first have 17 with strict inequality for x / u and then 18 .
 .  .  .By d , we first have 13 with strict inequality for x / u and then 19 .
 .  .  .  .Any one of 18 and 19 implies that 1 and 2 cannot hold by the
 .feasibility of x for VP . The proof is complete.
In the proofs of the above theorems we use the inequality constraint
T  .  .  .b g u G 0 in MDP first. The use of the equality constraint in MDPJ J2 2
first will lead to the following result, the form of which we have not seen in
the literature.
 .  .THEOREM 2.3 Weak duality . Assume that for all feasible x for VP and
 .  .all feasible u, a , b for DMP , any of the following holds:
 .  . T  .  .a a ) 0 for all i g P, and f ? q b g ? is both F, r -i i i
 . ppseudocon¨ ex and F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, i g P, with  a r G 0;i is1 i i
 . T  . T  .  .b a ) 0 for all i g P, and a f ? q b g ? is F, 0 -pseudocon¨ exi
at u;
 .  . T  .  .c f ? q b g ? is strictly F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, i g P, withi i
 p a r G 0;is1 i i
 . T  .  .  .d a f ? q b g ? is strictly F, 0 -pseudocon¨ ex at u;
 .  .  .  . pe f ? q b g ? is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, i g P, with  a r ) 0,i i is1 i i
 .  .and d ?, ? satisfies condition 16 ;
 . T  . T  .  .  .f a f ? q b g ? is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, with r ) 0, and d ?, ?
 .satisfies condition 16 .
 .  .Then 1 and 2 cannot hold.
 .Proof. By using F x, u; 0 s 0 in Definition 1.1 and the equality con-
 .straint about gradients in DMP , we get
T TF x , u; =f u a q =g u b s 0. 20 .  .  . .
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 .By a , we have
p
T T 2F x , u; =f u a q =g u b G y a r d x , u . 21 .  .  .  . .  i i
is1
 .  .  .  .Along the lines from 7 to 12 we still have 11 and 12 by using
b T g u G 0, b Tg x F 0, b T g x F 0 for x g X . 22 .  .  .  .J J J J2 2 2 2
 .As to the proof of the result pertaining to b , it is similar to the lines
 .  .from 13 to 14 .
 .  .  .  .For c , it is similar to the lines from 17 to 18 , resulting in 18 .
 .  .  .By d , from 20 and the strict F, 0 -pseudoconvex assumption of
T  . T  .a f ? q b g ? at u, we have
a T f x q b Tg x ) a T f u q b Tg u , x / u. 23 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .So we also have 19 by using 22 .
 .  .By e , we have 21 with strict inequality for x / u, and by the
sublinearity of F,
TF x , u; =f u q =g u b ) 0 for some i g P ; 24 .  .  . .i
 . T  .by the quasiconvexity assumption of f ? q b g ? at u,i
f x q b Tg x ) f u q b Tg u for some i g P . 25 .  .  .  .  .i i
 .So the result is also true by 22 .
 .  .Finally, for f we have by 20
T T 2F x , u; =f u a q =g u b ) yr d x , u for x / u. 26 .  .  .  . .
 .  .Similarly, we have 23 and then 19 . The proof is complete.
 .Note that 19 is equivalent to the statement that u is the unique
optimal solution of the problem
 .  . p   . T  ..P u, a , b min  a f x q b g x .x g X j u4 is1 i i J J1 1
 .  .So the result obtained under condition b or d in Theorem 2.2, or
 .  .condition d or f in Theorem 2.3 ranks with the following lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that u, a , b is feasible for MDP . If u is the
 .  .  .unique solution for problem P , then 1 and 2 cannot hold.u, a , b .
 . 0  .THEOREM 2.4 Strong duality . Let x be a feasible solution for VP and
0  .assume that x is an efficient solution of VP and satisfies the Kuhn]Tucker
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 . 0 0constraint qualification for the constraints of VP . Then there exist a , b
 0 0 0.  . 0T  0.such that x , a , b is feasible for MDP with b g x s 0. Further, if
 .  .also weak duality any of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 holds between VP
 .  0 0 0.  .and MDP then x , a , b is efficient for MDP .
 0 0 0.  .Proof. The existence and the feasibility of x , a , b for MDP with
0T  0.  0T  0. . w xb g x s 0 implying b g x s 0 are from 1, Theorem 2.2 . TheJ J1 1
 0 0 0.  . wefficiency of x , a , b for MDP is obtained similar to the proof of 4,
xTheorem 3 . The proof is complete.
 . 0  .THEOREM 2.5 Strictly reverse duality . Let x be feasible for VP and
 0 0 0.  . 0u , a , b be feasible for MDP . Suppose that u is the unique optimal
 .   .  .0 0 0solution for problem P or any of b and d in Theorem 2.2, oru , a , b .
 .  . .d and f in Theorem 2.3 , and
a 0T f x 0 s a 0T f u0 q b 0Tg u0 e . 27 .  .  .  . .J J1 1
0 0 0  .Then u s x and x is efficient for VP .
0T  0. 0T  0.  .Proof. We have b g x F 0 first. If b g x - 0 then by 27 ,J J J J1 1 1 1
a 0T f x 0 q b 0Tg x 0 e - a 0T f u0 q b 0Tg u0 e , 28 .  .  .  .  . .  .J J J J1 1 1 1
0  . 0 0 0which contradicts the optimality assumption of u for P . So weu , a , b .
have both
b 0Tg x 0 s 0 29 .  .J J1 1
 .and, also by 27 ,
a 0T f x 0 q b 0Tg x 0 e s a 0T f u0 q b 0Tg u0 e . 30 .  .  .  .  . .  .J J J J1 1 1 1
0  . 0 0 0Since u is the unique optimal solution for P , we must haveu , a , b .
0 0  .  .  .  .x s u by 30 . Then by Lemma 2.1, 29 , and from 1 and 2 , there is no
 .  0.  0.  .  0.x g X such that f x F f u s f x for all i g P and f x - f x fori i i i i
0  .some i g P; i.e., x is efficient for VP . The proof is complete.
3. APPLICATIONS TO MULTIOBJECTIVE
FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING
By applications, we mean direct application or application of the idea of
the results thus obtained in the last section to the following multiobjective
fractional programming problem:
 .   .  .  .  ..  .VFP min f x rh x , . . . , f x rh x , s.t. g x F 0, x g C,1 1 p p
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 .where f , g, and C are same as in VP , and h , i g P, are also differen-i
n  .tiable in R , with h x ) 0 for all x g C, i g P.i
For simplicity, we denote
r b ; x s f x q b T g x rh x , i g P , 31 .  .  .  . .  .i J i J J i1 1 1
s b ; x s f x q b Tg x rh x , i g P , 32 .  .  .  .  . .i i i
and r and s are vectors of R p whose components are r and s , respec-i i
 .tively. We also introduce a mixed type dual for VFP ,
¡max r b ; u .J1
Ts.t. =s b ; u a s 0 .~ TMDFP . b g u G 0 .J J2 2
Ta G 0, b G 0, a e s 1¢
u g C ,
where the partial derivative notation = is in respect of u.
 .Note that MDFP does not have additional variables as compared with
 . w x MDP , while the duals in 8, 9 where only the case when J s B or2
.  .J s B was dealt with in different forms do. We also note that MDFP1
 .reduces to MDP when h s 1 for all i g P.i
w xIn 10, p. 156 there are criteria for a fractional function to be quasicon-
vex or pseudoconvex. Here we will give some more analysis about this.
 .Since for any functions f and h with h x ) 0, x g C, we havei i i
= f u rh u s 1rh u =f u y f u rh u =h u , 33 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .i i i i i i i
 .   .  ..  .  .if C is convex and f ? y f u rh u h ? is strictly convex in C theni i i i
we have, by writing the gradient inequality of it at u,
f x y f u rh u h x .  .  .  . .i i i i
G T
=f u y f u rh u =h u x y u , 34 .  .  .  .  .  . . .i i i i) .
and then
h x rh u f x rh x y f u rh u .  .  .  .  .  . .  .i i i i i i
G T
= f u rh u x y u . 35 .  .  .  . .i i) .
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Similarly, if
p
a 1rh u f ? y f u rh u h ? 36 .  .  .  .  .  . .  . . i i i i i i
is1
 .is strictly convex in the convex set C, we have, by writing the gradient
 .inequality of the convex function expression 36 directly at u,
p
a h x rh u f x rh x y f u rh u .  .  .  .  .  . .  . i i i i i i i
is1
pG T
a = f u rh u x y u . 37 .  .  .  . . i i i) .
is1
So we obtain the following theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 3.1 Weak duality . Let C be con¨ex in VFP , not necessarily
 .  .open. Assume that for all feasible x for VFP and all feasible u, a , b for
 .MDFP , either
 .a a ) 0 for all i g P, andi
p
Ta 1rh u f ? q b g ? y s b ; u h ? 38 .  .  .  .  .  . .  . i i i i i
is1
is con¨ex in C, or
 .  .b expression 38 is strictly con¨ex in C.
Then the following cannot hold:
f x rh x F r b ; u for all i g P , 39 .  .  . .i i i J1
and
f x rh x - r b ; u for some i g P . 40 .  .  . .i i i J1
 . T  .  .  .Proof. Viewing f ? q b g ? as f ? in expression 36 for all i, wei i
 .  .  .get, by a or b and similar to 37 ,
p
a h x rh u s b ; x y s b ; u .  .  .  . .  . i i i i i
is1
pG T
a =s b ; u x y u .  . i i) .
is1
Ts =s b ; u a x y u s 0. 41 .  .  .
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 .  .By a then from 41 we have either
s b ; x y s b ; u s 0 for all i g P , 42 .  .  .i i
implying
f x rh x G r b ; u for all i g P , 43 .  .  . .i i i J1
or
s b ; x y s b ; u ) 0 for some i g P , 44 .  .  .i i
implying
f x rh x ) r b ; u for some i g P . 45 .  .  . .i i i J1
 .  .  .  .Any of 43 and 45 implies that 39 and 40 cannot hold.
 .  .By b , we have 41 with strict inequality, implying
p
a h x rh u r b ; x y r b ; u ) 0, x / u. 46 .  .  . .  .  . . i i i i J i J1 1
is1
 .The rest of the proof is similar to the arguments in d of Theorem 2.3.
The proof is complete.
 .  .  .In particular, if g ? is convex in C and f ? y ¨ h ? is convex in C fori i i
any ¨ belonging to some subset D of R including the range of f rh in Ci i i i
w xfor all i g P, a condition used in 9 , then the convexity assumption in
 .   .  ..hypothesis a is fulfilled. Further, if also either a f ? y ¨ h ? is strictlyi i i i
 .convex in C for some i g P or a b g ? is strictly convex in C for somei j j
 .i g P and some j g M then hypothesis b is fulfilled.
 .  .Similar to 19 and Lemma 2.1, we have, in view of 46 , the following.
 .  .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that u, a , b is feasible for MDFP . If u is the
unique optimal solution for the problem
p
Q min a h x rh u r b ; x y r b ; u .  .  . . .  .  .u , a , b  . i i i i J i J1 1 4xgXj u is1
 .  .then 39 and 40 cannot hold.
 .Now, let us check each term in expression 38 one by one, and then
divide the expression into two parts, one pertaining to the objective
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 .function in MDFP , one pertaining to the inequality constraint about g in
 .MDFP . Then we have the expressions
p
Ta rh u b g ? y g u h ? rh u 47 .  .  .  .  .  . .  . i i J J J i i2 2 2
is1
1rh u f ? q b T g ? y r b ; u h ? 48 .  .  .  .  . .  . .i i J J i J i1 1 1
p
Ta rh u f ? q b g ? y r b ; u h ? 49 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .i i i J J i J i1 1 1
is1
1rh u f ? q b Tg ? y s b ; u h ? 50 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .i i i i
p
Ta rh u f ? q b g ? y s b ; u h ? , 51 .  .  .  .  .  . .  . i i i i i
is1
 .  .  .  .  .where 47 q 49 s 51 , 51 is 38 which we write here for the readers'
 .  .  .  .convenience, 48 and 50 are the ith term of 49 and 51 without a ,i
respectively.
Similar to Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we also have weak duality results
 .in multiobjective fractional program VFP by using the above expressions
 .and the concepts of the generalized F, r -convexity, in the light of the
proof of Theorem 3.1. We state them in two sets, one with the condition
a ) 0 for all i g P and another without the condition.i
 .  .THEOREM 3.2 Weak duality . Assume that for all feasible x for VFP
 .  .and all feasible u, a , b for MDFP , a ) 0 for all i g P, and any of thei
following holds:
 .  .  .  .a expression 47 is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u and expression 48 is
 .  .both F, r -pseudocon¨ ex and F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, i g P, with r q1 i 1 i
 p a r G 0;is1 i 1 i
 .  .  .  .b expression 47 is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u and expression 49 is
 .F,r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, with r q r G 0;2 2
 .  .  .  .c expression 50 is both F, r -pseudocon¨ex and F, r -i i
quasicon¨ ex at u, i g p, with  p a r G 0;is1 i i
 .  .  .d expression 51 is F, 0 -pseudocon¨ ex at u.
 .  .Then 39 and 40 cannot hold.
 .  .THEOREM 3.3 Weak duality . Assume that for all feasible x for VFP
 .  .and all feasible u, a , b for MDFP , any of the following holds:
 .  .  .  .a expression 47 is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, and expression 48 is
 . pstrictly F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, i g p, with r q  a r G 0;1 i is1 i 1 i
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 .  .  .  .b expression 47 is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, and expression 49 is
 .strictly F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, with r q r G 0;2 2
 .  .  .c expression 47 is strictly F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, and expression
 .  . p  .48 is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, i g P, with r q  a r ) 0, and d ?, ?1 i is1 i 1 i
 .satisfies condition 16 ;
 .  .  .d expression 47 is strictly F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, and expression
 .  .  .49 is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, with r q r ) 0, and d ?, ? satisfies2 2
 .conditions 16 ;
 .  .  .e expression 50 is strictly F, r -pseudocon¨ ex at u, i g P, withi
 p a r G 0;is1 i i
 .  .  .f expression 51 is strictly F, 0 -pseudocon¨ ex at u;
 .  .  . pg expression 50 is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, i g P, with  a r )i is1 i i
 .  .0, and d ?, ? satisfies condition 16 ;
 .  .  .  .h expression 51 is F, r -quasicon¨ ex at u, with r ) 0, and d ?, ?
 .satisfies condition 16 .
 .  .Then 39 and 40 cannot hold.
The proof of the above two theorems is left for the reader as an
 .  .  .  .  .exercise. Note that, we also have 46 under any of b , d , f , and h in
 .  .  .Theorem 3.3, as we have 19 under any of b and d in Theorem 2.2, or
 .  .d or f in Theorem 2.3. So the weak duality results obtained under any of
 .  .  .  .b , d , f , and h in Theorem 3.3 are all special cases of Lemma 3.1.
 . 0  .THEOREM 3.4 Strong duality . Let x be a feasible solution of VFP
and assume that x 0 is an efficient solution and satisfies the Kuhn]Tucker
 . 0 0constraint qualification for the constraints in VFP . Then there exist a , b
 0 0 0.  . 0T  0.such that x , a , b is feasible for MDFP with b g x s 0. Further, if
 .  .also weak duality see Theorems 3.1, 3.2, or 3.3 holds between VFP and
 .  0 0 0.  .MDFP then x , a , b is efficient for MDFP .
 .  .Proof. Viewing f rh in VFP as f in VP for all i g P and by thei i i
0 w xefficiency assumption on x , we know that, from 1, Theorem 2.2 , there
0 0Texist a G 0 with a e s 1 and b G 0 such that
p m
0 0 0 0a = f x rh x q b =g x s 0 52 .  .  .  . . i i i j j
is1 js1
with
0b g x s 0, j g M . 53 .  .j j
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 0.T  .Now, the constraint =s b ; x a s 0 in MDFP is expanded to
p pm
0 0 0 0a = f x rh x q b g x = a rh x .  .  .  . .  i i i j j i i /
is1 js1 is1
pm
0 0q b a rh x =g x s 0. 54 .  .  . j i i j /
js1 is1
Defining
y1p
0 0 0b s b a rh x , j g M , 55 .  .j j i i /
is1
0  .  .then b G 0 if and only if b G 0. Under 53 and from 54 we see that,
 0 0.T 0  .  .  .=s b ; x a s 0 if and only if 52 holds. And, by 53 and 55 we have
0  0.b g x s 0, j g M. Soj j
b 0Tg x 0 s 0, 56 .  .J J2 2
 0 0 0.  . 0T  0.and then x , a , b is feasible for MDFP , with b g x s 0.
 0 0 0.  .The proof of efficiency of x , a , b for MDFP is also similar to that
w xof 4, Theorem 3 and the proof is complete.
Similar to Theorem 2.5, we present a strictly reverse duality result. The
proof is also similar, so it is omitted here.
 . 0  .THEOREM 3.5 Strictly reverse duality . Let x be feasible for VFP and
 0 0 0.  . 0u , a , b be feasible for MDFP . If u is the unique optimal solution of
 .   .  .  .  .0 0 0problem Q any of b , d , f , and h in Theorem 3.3, oru , a , b .
 ..Theorem 3.1 b , and
p
0 0 0 0 0 0a h x rh u f x y r b ; u s 0, .  .  . .  . /i i i i i J1
is1
0 0 0  .then u s x and x is efficient for VFP .
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